WE PROTECT

MC-2EB-F21-PA
2MP HD-Coax IR Eyeball
Mobile Camera

System Overview
Experience full HD 1080P/ HD 720P mobile video surveillance solution with the simplicity of analog
infrastructure. The mobile camera is designed with shock-proof property and compact case, which makes it
easy to apply and harmonious with the surroundings. It offers high quality image as well as multi-language
OSD. Plus, taking advantage of the HD-COAX system, the real-time capability is well guaranteed.

Features

Dimensions(mm/inch)

Max 30fps@1080P
HD and SD output switchable
2.1mm fixed lens
Built-in Mic
Max. IR length 3m, Smart IR
DC12V

Functions
Elaborate Design
For better adapting the applications for vehicles, the mobile camera is designed with micro-sized compact case, which minimizes the interference against ongoing activities. Taking aesthetics requirements into consideration, the body and front face of the camera is all-black.
Audio
The camera is designed with built-mic for realizing audio collection and transmission over the aviation connector cable. Unisight's HD-Coax audio compression
technology to ensure the synchronization of audio and video. Provides A/V evidence to avoid various incidents caused by oral dispute.
Shock-proof
Vibration is inevitable in mobile applications. In order to avoid image or connection failure, the hardware structure of the mobile camera is shock-proof with
the certification of EN50155. Plus, the mobile camera adopts M12 aviation connector for stable connection with MCVR.

Simplicity
HD-COAX technology inherits the born feature of simplicity from traditional analog surveillance system, making itself a best choice for investment protection.
The plug and play approach enables full HD video surveillance without the hassle of configuring a network. HD-COAX system can seamlessly upgrade the
traditional analog system without replacing existing cabling.

Smart IR
The camera is designed with array LED IR illumination for best lowlight performance. Smart IR is a technology to ensure brightness uniformity in B/W image
under low illumination. The unique Smart IR adjusts to the intensity of camera's infrared LEDs to compensate for the distance of an object, and prevents IR
LEDs from overexposing images as the object come closer to the camera.

4 Signals over 1 Coaxial Cable
HD-COAX Mobile Camera supports 4 signals to be transmitted over 1 cable simultaneously, i.e. video, audio*, data and power. Dual-way data transmission
allows the HD-COAX camera to interact with the HCVR, such as sending control signal or triggering alarm.
* Audio input is available for some models of HD-COAX cameras.
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Aviation Connector

Installation
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